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In this paper, a specific institution in North London provides services for children with mild learning difficulties, was examined 
“through the spectrum of psychoanalytical concepts” by looking at the way its members cope with working with autistic children. 
The unconscious institutional anxieties, defences and the counter-transference were focused.  It was clearly seen through the 
extracts and observations that unconscious factors can determine teaching and learning experiences together with the emotional 
aspects of the institution. 
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1. Introduction 
   Most people spend their working lives as part of a group which is itself part of a larger institution or 
organisation. Such groupings not only have directly observable structures and functions, but also an unconscious life 
comparable to that described by psychoanalysis in an individual (Armstrong, 2005). In this paper it was intended to 
examine a specific institution “through the spectrum of psychoanalytical concepts” by looking at the way its 
members cope with working with autistic children.  
   Halton (1994) suggest that looking at an institution through the spectrum of psychoanalytical concepts is a 
potentially creative activity which may help in understanding and dealing with certain issues. In this paper, the 
unconscious institutional anxieties and defences along the lines of Bion‟s formulations were given special attention.  
Additionally, the counter-transference which Bion thinks is the crucial clue to what is going on in the institution was 
considered together with author‟s experience of being in the institution and how it affected author‟s state of mind 
included. 
2. Background Information About The Institution 
The institution was a unit within a secondary school for pupils with severe learning difficulties in north London. 
Author‟s role was a volunteer in the autistic unit for one day a week for nine months. Before giving a detailed 
description of author‟s experience let us take a few moments to describe David who will feature in greater detail.  
David was twelve year old black African boy and was diagnosed as having autism.  He was overweight with a big 
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fat tummy.  His belly button was visible since his sweater was too small for him. He was rather clumsy.  He did not 
speak.  He could hardly say words.   
2.1. First Day in the Unit 
    Jane (manager) greets me at the reception area of the school, on the way to the unit; she hurriedly and 
ironically says that they are doing „Quiet‟ reading. When we arrive at the unit, all the children are standing in the 
reading room.     There is a cacophony of noise, shrieks and shouts. It does make sense now why she ironically said 
„Quiet!‟ reading.  She wants them to pay attention to her so that she could introduce me to them.  As they do not 
take any notice of her, Jane asks them once again to be quiet.  They quieten slightly.  After this Jane introduces me 
to them saying I would be with them every Monday to help the teachers.  They look at me uncertainly.  Then one of 
the children comes very close to me and looks into my eyes with very heavy eye contact.  She has very thick glasses 
attached by a rubber band around her head.  She is wearing a skirt and a flesh coloured tights which are laddered.  
For a few seconds she looks into my eyes with great curiosity.  I feel rather awkward without knowing what to say 
or how to behave.  I then say „Hello‟ to her.  She does not respond to me and goes back to the others.  It feels as if 
either she disappears into the cacophony of noise or that I got lost in the noise myself. 
2.2. In the Absence of Manager 
Just after I started working, Jane developed a chest infection and she was away for a month.  As Jane was the 
only person who had done the daily plans, in her absence everything got much more chaotic.  The staff did not know 
what to do.  I was even told that if I would like I might not come until she was back, but I did not agree to this.  It 
also became clear that Jane was the dynamo of the unit.  It would appear that in this situation, the unit had located in 
her personality rather than in the organisational structure and system. I felt the institution was chaotic.  I felt the 
other teachers were struggling and there was no leadership for either the teachers or the pupils. 
Subsequently, I realised the parallels between this situation and Bion‟s concept of one of Three Basic 
Assumption in groups, which was Basic Assumption Dependency (baD).  As Stokes (1994) states that the leader is 
expected to look after, protect and sustain the members of the group‟s real purpose. The leader serves as a focus for 
a pathological form of dependency, which inhibits growth and development.  He goes onto say that”The leader may 
be absent or even dead, provided the illusion that he or she contains the solution can be stained.  Debates within the 
organisation might then be so much about how to tackle present difficulties as about what the absent leader would 
have said or thought”. (p 21)   
     Another Basic Assumption, Fight-Flight, was also manifested.  Bion (1961) states that groups assume that 
they will „fight‟ something or „run away‟ from something and are quite prepared to do either indiscriminately.  In 
the unit, the staff behaviour suggested that they were trapped in a some kind of world in which they were unable to 
plan any specification.  During Jane‟s absence from the unit the teachers did not want to or seem to be capable of 
making new daily plans.  They seemed entirely dependent on Jane‟s leadership.  Even in her absence. The two other 
teachers seemed to be depressed and told me that if they had a choice, they would not work there.  They were in the 
situation of helplessness, hopelessness and despair.  Similar feelings were seen in the parents and the mainstream 
staff in the rest of the school.  The teachers in the unit seemed to have absorbed these general attitudes from those 
around them.  They also then seemed to project them onto children.  This seemed to be filled by the lack of response 
from the pupils in the unit.  Generally, the unit appeared to be a vicious cycle of despair and there was a lack of 
curiosity and investigation.  
2.3. General Atmosphere in the Unit 
      On the way to the class, I walk along with David trying to catch his interest saying things like ‟Hello! How 
are you?‟ But he does not respond.  It seems like he cut himself off from the world around him, keeping out 
everything.  He rocks himself constantly, even while he is walking.  He makes sounds as if he is singing along to 
music that he is listening to in his head.  His eyes are peering as if he is looking at the Sun and his mouth is half 
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open as if he is smiling.  He intermittently stops to raise his arms slowly in the air.  While his hands are opened, it 
seems like he is in a trance doing yoga and perfectly relaxed with his own company.  He makes me wonder what is 
going on in his mind and if there is any way to get inside his internal world. This was my first experience of what I 
later understood to be related to Bion‟s concept of „Negative Capability‟(1970)  Menzies (1989) explains this in the 
following way: ”Negative capability that is when a man is capable of being in uncertainties, mysteries, doubts 
without any irritable reaching after fact and reason”. (p3)  David‟s behaviour seemed to capture these uncertainties 
and mysteries. It occurred to me that I needed to open myself up to the possibility of „Negative Capability‟.  This 
way I will have more strategies for coping with the institution. 
     After Jane returned everything went back to „normal‟. At least we would have someone to give us directions.  
However I couldn‟t make sense of the tasks that given to the children and of what was going on in the unit.  In 
contrast, the other teachers seemed relaxed now that Jane returned.  However, I felt I was more lost in the unit and 
that David wasn‟t the only thing I was trying to make sense of.  
Here is an example of the general atmosphere, 
     There is a cacophony of noise, shrieks and shouts.  Jane then puts on Chinese music to do a dragon dance to 
celebrate the Chinese New Year.  Jane has two pieces of big yellow and red clothes and asks the children to come 
underneath.  In the room everybody is standing up while .Jo and other child are pushing each other.  Joseph is 
trapped by one of the staff because every opportunity he has he rushes to the door.  David looks into the distance 
picking his noise and intermittently rocking himself accompanying his actions with excited shouting. It feels mad; I 
feel like I have walked into a wild party and I was too sober to join in the fun. 
 
               Later, 
     Although it does not seem that the children in a position to choose, they are given choices.  Either they can 
dance along to the Chinese music or ABBA‟S songs, which are going to be played by Linda (teacher).  Linda 
jokingly says to me that she does not really know how to play but she will, with one hand.  Although Linda is trying 
hard to play „Mamma Mia‟, she can only play the first bit of the song.  That causes the staff to start laughing.  They 
sing to each other. Linda is determined to play the rest of the song. David is sitting opposite me flicking the pages of 
a book.  Joseph is trapped sitting in between two teachers.  Jo is sitting next to Jane kicking her legs.  Jane warns her 
saying firmly‟ No kicking!‟  The rest of the class is sitting quietly looking distant.  Everyone is having fun, singing 
their best loved song, except for the children. 
   What was striking was that Jane and the teachers did not prepare the children for their activities. As ever there 
was a lack of structure and constant chaos.  Nobody seemed aware of any irony in the choice of the song „Mamma 
Mia‟.  It occurred to me that it was an appeal by the teachers to their own mothers to get help from them to be able 
to help with these children.  It felt a party atmosphere was like manic flight from mental pain. 
    Halton (1994) points out that “Like individuals, institutions develop defences against difficult emotions which 
are too threatening or too painful to acknowledge.  These emotions may arise from the nature of the work and the 
particular client group”. (p 12) Central among these defences for Halton is denial.  In the unit, the staff was pushing 
certain thoughts, feelings and experiences out of the conscious awareness. Clearly Jane and the teachers in the 
autistic unit were in a difficult and demanding situation.  I was aware of the difficult emotions generated by working 
in the unit.  Just as individuals put up defences, so this institution seemed to have substantial defences of its own.  
These defences were disabling the institution.  This Chinese New Year celebration seemed to me to be a classic 
example of institutional denial: denial of the children‟s needs and abilities and the denial of the teachers‟ needs and 
abilities. 
    Working with autistic children, and staff gave a sense of meaninglessness, since this experience was 
disconcerting, alienating, puzzling.  The lack of communicated expressed emotion was becoming contagious. 
There was a general collective denial about the failure of this teaching strategy.  Ironically the collective denial 
seemed to lead to complete isolation.  The teachers and pupils all are functioning as individual islands.  
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Communication seemed to have broken down completely.  As a result of becoming more aware of this I decided to 
become more aware of my responses to be able to relate more effectively to David.  I thought if I could change and 
control my behaviour and attitudes that would affect my ability to communicate with David.  Perhaps bearing in 
mind counter-transference would help.  As Alvarez(1999) points out that the use of counter-transference enable the 
therapist to observe how minute changes in their responses may trigger changes in the patient, which can then be 
used actively to engage with the patients. 
3. Conclusion 
Membership of an institution makes it harder to observe or understand that institution. We become caught up in 
the anxieties.  This soon lead to shared, habitual ways of seeing, and a common failure to question „holy writ‟.  As 
Mosse (1994) says, newcomers are able to see more clearly, but have no license to comment. And by the time they 
do, they have either forgotten how to see, or have learned not to. Therefore, psychoanalytic concepts are potentially 
a creative activity which can be of help in making sense of seemingly irrational processes in individuals, groups and 
organisations and help in understanding and dealing with certain issues.  
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